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Iain 
 Levison 

For Services 
Rendered

In 1969, in the north of Saigon, Sergeant Fremantle commands 
an American regiment. When, on his first tour of duty, the young 
recruit Billy Drake makes an error that could have proved fatal, 
the sergeant bails him out. Some time later in a rice paddy, Viet-
namese peasants are massacred in error. Labeling the peasants as 
dangerous Vietcong, the affair is quickly wrapped up in favor of the 
Americans. Forty-seven years later, Drake is running in senatorial 
elections, while his old commander Fremantle is vegetating in a 
Michigan police station. To attract the Veteran electorate, Senator 
Drake makes play of his war exploits in Vietnam… But an ex-sol-
dier, surely prompted by his political opponent, publicly contests 
his version of events. Drake’s PR manager goes to find Fremantle 
to get him to support the senator on television. Fremantle knows 
that it’s a lie, but the prospect of gaining the leverage he needs to 
advance his position in the police decides him. He plays along with 
it. But one little lie leads to another… How far is he willing to 
compromise himself ?

Foreign Literature. 224 pages. April 2018
All rights available

Previous books sold to 
The Cab Driver: Deuticke, E/O, Europa
Mindreader: Deuticke, De GeusIain Levison was born in Scotland 

in 1963 and moved to the Uni-
ted States in 1971. Following his 
university career, he worked for 
ten years in various menial jobs 
which served as the inspiration 
for his first book A Working Stiff ’s 
Manifesto. Success came in France 
with Since the Layoffs, and his sub-
sequent novels, funny and scathing 
critiques of American society. Two 
have already been adapted for the 
screen (Since the Layoffs and The 
Cab Driver), others are in the pro-
cess of adaptation.

A reflection on the little and big compromises that determine the fate of men.
Levison’s darkest novel.

“Engaged irony.” Télérama

“Levison is minimalist and grandiose at 
the same time.” VSD

“A vitriolic critique of contemporary 
American excesses.” Lire

The press 
on previous books
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Emmanuel 
 Grand 

Kisanga

The galleries of the Marine Museum were packed. Amidst the ap-
plause of the whole politico-economic elite, the Carmin Mining 
Company was celebrating the launch of Kisanga: an historic par-
tnership with the Chinese Shanxi Group to mine a fantastic copper 
deposit lying in the heart of the Congolese savannah. Ministers 
were congratulating themselves on this handy PR coup before the 
elections. The golden boys from the City were popping open the 
champagne. But at the same time, Carmin is paying their last res-
pects to one of their executives who had died in suspicious cir-
cumstances, while French Services have called in their top secret 
agent to find a hot dossier gone missing in the east Congo. But 
the well oiled machine grinds to a halt and a race against time sets 
off between a squad of mercenaries armed to the teeth, the crack 
engineer in charge of steering Kisanga, and a stubborn journalist 
who knows better than anyone that a sordid reality sometimes lies 
behind the fine speeches of the powerful.
This story of manipulation, in which the truth lies hidden until the 
last page, unfolds against a backdrop of African economic change 
and the collusion of powers surrounding the poisoned treasure 
that is the wealth of its subsoil.

Emmanuel Grand was born in 1966 
and lives in the Paris region. Terminus 
Belz (Liana Levi 2014, Points 2015, 
SNCF Thriller Prize - foreign sales: 
Aufbau, Salamandra) and Les salauds 
devront payer (The Bastards Must Pay) 
(Liana Levi 2016, Livre de poche 2017 
- foreign sales: Aufbau, Neri Pozza) fir-
mly established him in the landscape 
of the French social thriller.

Between a spy novel and a political thriller, 
Emmanuel Grand here offers a daring thriller set in a present-day African mining eldorado.

Crime Fiction. 392 pages. March 2018
All rights available

“Spies, manipulation, and ambushes 
give its edge to this crime novel 
combining a denunciation of  
neocolonialism with a breathtaking 
contemporary thriller.”  Paris Match

“With Kisanga, Emmanuel Grand 
offers up an excellent geopolitical 
thriller.” RTL

Press reviews
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Aline 
 Kiner 

The Night of  
the Beguines

It’s an enclave in the heart of Paris, until now protected by the king. 
The great beguinage is comprised of a communal house, a chapel, 
a hospital, and several rows of living quarters laid out around a 
garden. For hundreds of single women, pious but secular, this ins-
titution offers an alternative to either marriage or the cloister. 
Widowed or unmarried, rich or poor, they are subject to no rule 
nor any authority, they may study, work, manage their property, 
and circulate freely. Ysabel chose to withdraw here twenty years 
ago. She watches over the hospital and knows all the secrets of 
plants, nursing bodies as well as souls. For Ade as well, the be-
guinage is a refuge. Upon the death of her husband, killed in the 
battle of Courtrai, she settled here, withdrawn from the world. 
But a newcomer is about to shatter the tranquility of this little 
universe. One morning in January 1310, Ysabel discovers a wild 
child in rags at the door of the beguinage. Her red hair is hidden 
under a coarse kerchief. For red, so it’s said, is an accursed color, 
the color of the devil. Silent, rebellious, Maheut the Red has fled 
a horrible arranged marriage to the lord of Hainaut, her native 
region. Since then, throughout the entire city, a sinister Franciscan 
monk is relentlessly tracking her down... Soon, evil signs multiply 
around the community. The trial of the Templars continues stirring 
up gossip. And, a few hundred meters from the enclosure, on the 
riverside Place de Grève, one of their own is about to be burned: 
Marguerite Porete, a Beguine from Valenciennes, whose heretical 
book is at the heart of a secret pact...

Literature. 336 pages. August 2017
Foreign Sales : Italy (Neri Pozza),  
The Netherlands (Ambo Anthos)

35,000 copies sold

Aline Kiner was born in Moselle. 
She lives today in Paris where she 
is editor-in-chief of special issues 
of the journal Sciences et Avenir. She 
has compiled numerous dossiers on 
the Middle Ages and interviewed 
the greatest medievalists: Georges 
Duby, Jacques Le Goff, and Claude 
Gauvard. Editions Liana Levi has pu-
blished Le Jeu du pendu (2011) and 
La Vie sur le fil (2014). La Nuit des 
béguines is the fruit of three years of 
research and writing.

Brilliantly interweaving the high points of the reign of Philip the Fair with the daily life of medieval Paris, 
intermingling the fates of fictional and real characters, Aline Kiner carries us along in fascinated suspense.  

A feminine «Name of the rose» that’s hard to put down.

“Very well documented, building on 
solid sources Aline Kiner brilliantly 
juggles history and fiction.”   
Le Figaro magazine

“Sensitive and subtle in substance, 
carnal and poetic in form, this Night 
is a luminous novel .” huffingtonpost.fr

“Aline Kiner leads us with brio into a 
little known Middle Ages of strong, eru-
dite, supportive, and generous women.”  
Page des libraires

Press reviews
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Bruno  
Halioua 

The 948 Days 
of the Warsaw 
Ghetto

On October 12, 1940, the legendary history of the Warsaw Ghetto 
began. As Yom Kippur was being celebrated, the Nazi authorities 
gave the order to transfer into the ghetto Jews living elsewhere 
in place of Christians. Wearing the yellow star, 381,000 Jews (that 
is, 40% of the inhabitants of Warsaw) would live within a hence-
forth enclosed perimeter. When, at six in the morning of April 19, 
1943, German troops entered the ghetto, all conditions had come 
together for the ultimate transfer, the one to the concentration 
camps. Yet they were met by a hail of bullets, grenades, and Mo-
lotov cocktails. The fighting would continue for nearly a month. 
However, on May 16, the Germans regained control and SS Ge-
neral Jürgen Stroop sent this telegram to Himmler: «The Jewish 
quarter of Warsaw is no more.» It was the end of Europe’s largest 
Jewish community, the only to have put up armed resistance to the 
extermination.
Practically no book has been devoted to the history of the Warsaw 
Ghetto per se and of daily life inside it. Thanks to the opening of the 
archives and having read numerous testimonies, in this book Bruno 
Halioua offers a synthesis indispensable to all those who wish to 
understand this major event of the Second World War. Non Fiction. 256 pages. February 2018

Foreign sales : Poland (Dialog)

Bruno Halioua, a dermatologist with a 
postgraduate degree in contemporary 
history, is the author of several books, 
including Blouses blanches, étoiles jaunes 
(White Coats, Yellow Stars). On the oc-
casion of the 75th anniversary of the 
uprising of the Warsaw Ghetto and in 
charge of its commemoration organi-
zed in Paris by CRIF, he wished to re-
trace its history.

Seventy-five years after the uprising of the Warsaw Ghetto, the first urban revolt against the Nazis  
in occupied Europe, this book retraces the whole of the history of the ghetto and the daily life  

of these Jews who, during 948 days, attempted to survive the death machine  
expertly orchestrated by the authorities of the Third Reich.

“Dramatic and heroic at the same 
time, an exceptional synthesis of the 
history of the Ghetto.”   
Actualité juive

Press reviews
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Catherine  
Béchaux 

The Passengers 
of the 221

Not so long ago, Paul was driving the 221: an ordinary route, a 
one-and-a-half hour trip, twenty-seven stops, pretty uneventful, a  
diverse crowd of passengers from the suburb of a large city… 
What really ended up intriguing him were those women who, 
between noon and one o’clock, would get on, their arms full 
of big bags of clothes. Now he knows they’ll all get off at the 
same stop: the detention center. Among them on that Mon-
day were Maryse, Marie-Jo, Naïma, Fatou, Mireille… In the en-
closed space of the bus, each of them goes back over their 
life before prison, over the day when everything was turned 
upside-down, over things confided to them during the last vi-
sit, the litany of regulations, the anxiety passing through the 
security gates, the apprehension of seeing each other again… 
Each focus on the most awaited, but also the most feared, 
moment of the week. The visiting room. Forty-five minutes in 
a 43 square foot room, that’s all each have left of their man.  
So, when Mireille suddenly falls ill and Paul stops the bus, the  
passengers of the 221 all get up. For once, they rally together and 
break their silence.

Fiction. 128 pages. October 2017
All rights available

Catherine Béchaux lives in Fresnes, 
France, not far from the prison.  After 
thirty years of journalism in the youth 
press, she has for five years been a 
volunteer at a center for families of 
penitentiary detainees. The author 
of short stories and a children’s no-
vel (Le Secret de Martin, Bayard Pu-
blishing), The Passengers of the 221 is 
her first novel for adults.

«They’re doing time inside. We’re doing time outside.» Catherine Béchaux well knows the world of the 
families of detainees. In this first novel, her writing is brief, tight, as though with an urgency to share the 

faces of these women which nothing can distract from the detention of a loved one..

“A thrilling novel with a different 
outlook on the prison world.”   
Le Parisien

“A little book, great emotion.”  
Marie Claire

“A very beautiful first novel, full  
of restraint and compassion.”  
Le Dauphiné libéré

“A short book, original and  
compelling.” Télé Z

Press reviews
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Christophe 
 Guillaumot 

Loser’s Luck

Formerly with the drug squad, Renato Donatelli, known as the 
Kanak, is assigned to Lieutenant Cussac’s brigade in the racing and 
gaming section of the regional crime squad in Toulouse, France. 
This broom cupboard is their punishment for having recently 
gone solo in an investigation into serial murders. But, as conscien-
tious cops, they’ve decided to make this department a brigade in 
its own right and call on the services of local con artists to tackle 
their first, seemingly simple, big case: a body is found in the trash 
compacter of the Rose City’s recycling center. In what’s left of 
its jacket, a playing card is found: the queen of spades. The dead 
man had just voluntarily had himself barred from casinos. Gaming 
debts, suicide, case closed? But now a sweet old grandma throws 
herself under a car right in the middle of the ring road. Among 
her effects: a queen of spades… The eighty-year-old frequented 
a clandestine poker ring. As the Kanak plunges into the world of 
betting and gambling, in private it’s the health of Black Diamond 
that’s worrying him. His old friend, his landlady, his compatriot. 
Renato would really love to know what, in the past, linked her 
and his grandfather, the King of Pine Island.

Crime fiction. 360 pages. October 2017
All rights available

Christophe Guillaumot, born in 
Annecy in 1970, is a police captain 
in the Toulouse regional criminal 
investigation service. In 2009, he 
won the «Quai des orfèvres» Prize 
for Chasses à l’homme (Manhunts). 
With Abattez les grands arbres (Cut 
Down the Big Trees) and La Chance 
du perdant (Loser’s Luck), he esta-
blishes a series featuring the cha-
racter of Renato Donatelli, called 
the Kanak, inspired by a now de-
ceased colleague. 

An investigation into the world of gaming addiction and rigged betting led by the Kanak,  
a peace officer not quite like the others.

“In the manner of Michael Connelly 
with Los Angeles, Christophe 
Guillaumot treats Toulouse like a 
character in its own right. A raw and 
tender thriller.” Baz’art

“Christophe Guillaumot takes us on 
a behind-the-scenes tour of a city, 
Toulouse, with just the right amount 
of fiction to arouse the reader’s 
curiosity. The novel’s success also 
springs from its colorful cast of cha-
racters.”  La Dépêche

Press reviews
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Négar
Djavadi Disoriental

Négar Djavadi was born in Iran in 1969 
to a family of intellectuals opposed to 
the regimes both of the Shah, then of 
Khomeiny. She arrived in France at the 
age of eleven, having crossed the moun-
tains of Kurdistan on horseback with 
her mother and sister. A graduate of a 
cinema school in Brussels, she worked 
some years behind the camera. Today 
she is a script-writer (documentaries, 
short films, series) and lives in Paris.  
Disoriental is her first novel.

By night, Kimiâ mixes alternative rock at concerts. By day, she fol-
lows a treatment of artificial insemination to have a child with her 
girlfriend Anna. Born in Tehran in 1971, exiled in France ten years 
later, to live free, she’s always kept her distance from her native 
culture. But in the waiting room of the MAP unit at the hospital, 
from one medical appointment to another, the genies escaped from 
the past catch up with her. Over the course of intertwined memo-
ries, in a long aside to the reader, she unfolds the whole story of 
the Sadr family. From her petulant ancestors from nothern Persia 
down to her own parents, Darius and Sara, eternal opponents of 
the regime of the day: that of the Shah, until 1979, then that of 
Khomeiny. This last episode was to force their definitive flight from 
Iran. Unfortunately, the France lived in exile is nothing like the land 
mythologised by the Iranian bourgeoisie… Then, playing on flash-
backs and fast-forwards, Kimiâ convokes three generations and a 
goddess of rock and roll to the bedside of her «disorientalisation.»

Novel 352 pages August 2016
Foreign sales : Italy (E/O) ; US/UK  
(Europa) ; Germany (Beck) ; Spain 
(Malpaso) ; Romania (Polirom) ;  
Slovenia (Založba cf.)

An enthralling panorama of Iran, exile, homosexuality, identity, and transmission.  
A novel bursting with life and impetuosity!

Prix Prem1ère (RTBF) 2017
Prix du Style 2016

Meilleur premier roman français LIRE 2016
More than 75 000 copies sold

“The revelation of the new season.” 
Elle

“One rarely reads such a strong 
first novel..” Grazia

“A voice that enchants us as much 
as it grips us. ” Le Monde 

“A master stroke.” Psychologies 

“A romanesque saga.” Le Figaro 
littéraire

“A devilishly romanesque story, full 
of deliciously oriental digressions.” 
Télérama

Press reviews
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Arthemise, Léa, 
Question de géométrie
All rights available 

Bamberger, Vanessa, Principe de suspension
All rights available

Bordes, Lucile, 
Je suis la marquise de Carabas
Décorama
86, année blanche
All rights available

Castino, Didier, Après le silence
All rights available

Dietrich, Pascale, Une île bien tranquille
All rights available

Garcia, François, Jours de marché 
Rights sold : Denmark (Arvids)

Gloubokii, Xavier, Écorces
All rights available

Henrichs, Bertina, La Joueuse d’échecs
Rights sold : Italy (Einaudi) / Germany (Hoffmann und Campe) / The Netherlands (De Geus) / 
Spain (Alianza) / Greece (Modern Times) / Roumania (Echinox) / Brazil (Record) / Sweden (Eliza-
beth Grate) / Korea (DDWorld) / Japan (Chikuma Shobo) / Russia (Inostranka)

Kachachi, Inaam, Si je t’oublie, Bagdad
Rights sold : English world rights (Bloomsbury Qatar) / China (Shanghai 99) / Germany (Kolchis)

Levison, Iain
Une canaille et demie
Rights sold : Germany (Matthes und Seitz) / The Netherlands (De Geus) / UK (Bitterlemon press)
Arrêtez-moi là ! (The Cab Driver)
Rights sold : Germany (Deuticke) / Italy (E/O) / UK-USA (Europa)
Ils savent tout de vous (Mindreader)
Rights sold : Germany (Zsolnay-Deuticke) / The Netherlands (De Geus)

Ollagnier, Virginie
Toutes ces vies qu’on abandonne
L’Incertain
Rouge Argile
Rights sold : Italy (Piemme)

Pigani, Paola
N’entre pas dans mon âme avec tes chaussures
Rights sold : Finland (Aviador)
Venus d’ailleurs
All rights available

FICTION
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Salaün, Lionel, 
Le Retour de Jim Lamar
Bel-Air
La Terre des Wilson
All rights available

Slanka, Cécile
Comment lui dire adieu 
Rights sold : Italy (Kowalski) / Germany (Aufbau) / Spain (Ediciones 62) / Korea (Shinwon Publ.) / 
Finland (Avain)

Crime novels : 

Adamo, Christine
Requiem pour un poisson
Rights sold : Italy (Effemme) / The Netherlands (De Geus) / China (Alpha Books)
Noir austral
Rights sold : Italy (Touring editore) / The Netherlands (De Geus)
L’Équation du chat
Rights sold : Greece (Ropi)

Bonnet, Jacques, À l’enseigne de l’amitié
Rights sold : Italy (Ponte alle Grazie) / Brazil (Empresa Folha da Manha)

Grand, Emmanuel
Terminus Belz
Rights sold : Germany (Aufbau) / Spain (Salamandra)
Les salauds devront payer
Rights sold : Italy (Neri Pozza) / Germany (Aufbau)

Kiner, Aline, Le Jeu du pendu
Rights sold : Germany (Ullstein)

Maugenest, Thierry
Venise.net
Rights sold : Spain (Grijalbo-Random House-Mondadori) / Russie (Geleos)
La Poudre des rois
Rights sold : Spain (Grijalbo-Random House-Mondadori) / Germany (Droemer) / Italy (Arnoldo 
Mondadori)
Manuscrit MS408 Voynich
Rights sold : Spain (Grijalbo) / Russia (Geleos) / Poland (Albatros) / Czech Republic (Alpress) / 
Croatia (Zagrabecka Naklada) / Portugal (Texto Editora)
Audimat Circus
Rights sold : English world rights (Roaring Forties Press)

Nahapétian, Nairi
Qui a tué l’Ayatollah Kanuni ?
Rights sold : Spain (Alianza) / Netherlands (Querido) / Sweden (Sekwa) / Ukraine (Tempora)
Dernier Refrain à Ispahan
Rights sold : Czech Republic (Host Nakladatelství)
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Thiéblemont, Anne-Laure
Le Collectionneur
Rights sold :  Ukraine (Tempora) / English world rights (Le French Book)
La Mouche d’Alexandrie
Rights sold : English world rights (Le French Book)

NON FICTION

Baldinger, Aline, Petit guide des grandes religions
Rights sold : Italy (Piemme)

Balen, Noël, L’Odyssée du jazz
All rights available

Calabi, Donatella
Ghetto de Venise
Rights sold : Italy (Bollati Boringhieri) / English world (Officina Libraria)

Ertel, Rachel, Brasier de mots
All rights available

Fouché, Jean-Jacques
Oradour
Rights sold : USA (Northern Illinois University Press) 

Halioua, Bruno
La Médecine au temps des Pharaons
Rights sold : USA (Harvard UP) / Egypt (Supreme Council of Culture), Italy (Dedalo), 
Czech Republic (Vysehrad)
La Médecine au temps des Hébreux
All rights available
Science et conscience
All rights available

Insel, Ahmet et Marian, Michel, Dialogue sur le tabou arménien
Rights sold : Turkey (Iletisim) / Armenia (Actual Art) / Germany (Kitab Verlag)

Jankélévitch, Vladimir, Penser la mort ?
Rights sold : Japan (Seikyu Sha) / Italy (Raffaello Cortina) / Portugal (Editorial Inquérito) / South 
America-castellano (Fondo de Cultura Mexicana) / Poland (PIW) / China (99 Shanghai Readers’ 
Culture) / Brasil (Instituto Kora) / Korea (Dolbegae)

Le Goff, Jacques et Truong, Nicolas, Une histoire du corps au Moyen Âge
Rights sold : Italy (Laterza) / Germany (Klett Cotta) / Portugal (Teorama) / Brazil (Record) / Spain 
(Teorema) / Argentina (Paidós) / Netherlands (Prometheus) / Czech Republic (Vysehrad) / Japan 
(Fujiwara Shoten) / Russia (Text Publisher) / Korea (Icarus Media) / Greece (Kedros) / Sweden 
(Agerings Bokförlag) / Poland (Aletheia) 

Selek, Pinar, Parce qu’ils sont arméniens
Rights sold : Italy (Fandango) / Germany (Orlanda) / Armenia (Actual Art) /
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Vasseur, Nadine, Je ne lui ai pas dit que j’écrivais ce livre 
Rights sold : Portugal (Pedra da Lua)

Wieviorka, Annette, Le Procès de Nuremberg
All rights available

Joint publication :
Mille Ans de cultures ashkénazes
Rights sold : Russia (Text Publishers) / Brazil (Editora do Bispo)
Les Juifs d’Espagne, histoire d’une diaspora
Les Juifs de France, de la Révolution à nos jours
All rights available

ART OPINION

Arasse, Daniel, Les Visions de Raphaël
Rights sold : China (Peking University Press)

Chastel, André, Babelon, Jean-Pierre, La Notion de patrimoine
Rights sold : Portugal (Editorial Inquérito) / Japan (Hosei University Press) / Korea (Amormundi)

Chastel, André,
Le Geste dans l’art
Rights sold : Italy (Laterza) / Spain (Siruela) / Czech Republic (Nakladatelsti)
Léonard ou les sciences de la peinture
Rights sold : Italy (Abscondita) / Czech Republic (Nakladatelsti)
Histoire du retable italien
Rights sold : Italy (Abscondita)
Giorgione, l’insaisissable
Rights sold : Italy (Abscondita)
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